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What beings share the world with us?

Caring Coral.
Description: Caring Coral is an exhibit investigating our
current interaction with the diverse ecosystem of coral reefs.
Children, and their families are encouraged to work towards
a more mutualistic relationship through small changes in
”Who is Social” challenges Anthropocentric
their daily lives. Oftentimes we are made aware of our
norms. Do we take more-than-humannegative impacts on the ocean environment, but continue to
beings for granted? How can we build
place ourselves as separate entities of this ecosystem. Caring
relationships with the remainder of our
Coral encourages a friendship between children and the coral
world?
reef, and walks visitors through the foundation, support,
and
maintenance
of this
relationship.
Caring
Coral is an exhibit
investigating
our current
interaction with the diverse ecosystem of coral reefs.
Children, and their families are encouraged to work
towards a more mutualistic relationship through
small changes in their daily lives, encouraging a
friendship between children and the coral reef.
Designers this page and previous page: Grace Leung,
Cindy Nachareun, Bri Kim

And how do we connect?

Find FishTeam
:
SUPR
Full of Life Under The Oceans
How can we enhance the relationship
between human and nature, specifically,
marine animals?
The outcome of this exhibit design
project is for children to gain knowledge
of ocean studies but at the same time
understanding that ocean is a habitat for
thousands and millions of living
organisms. We are all responsible to
protect and respect this system.
Designers: Jiwon (emma) Hong, Ji Eun Lim, Jenny

Working with Biological Materials
(bacteria culture in symbiosis).
Proposal for pop-up store &
workshops with storytelling: How
to include the “bacteria culture in
symbiosis” in society.
Designer: Camillo Dahl

Kombucha Tales
Image: Yang Yang

If fish could talk.
This exhibit proposal gives
voice to fish in the ocean,
encouraging children to have
empathy towards the
animals in and out of the
Aquarium.
Designers: Emma Plested,
Nathan Lo
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Culture as Culture.
A project mixing old (fermentation) and new (digital apps and smart objects) processes, as well as interactions
between humans, microbes and technology. It includes a design for a smart sourdough starter culture container,
with accompanying mobile application. Sourdough starter needs to be cared for every day; the digital component
of this project helps to lower barriers to participating in this relatively high-maintenance human-microbe
interaction.
Designer: Julie Van Oyen
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